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Titles Added by Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Special Collections</th>
<th>Children's Collection</th>
<th>Sound Recordings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual Materials</td>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>U.S. Government Documents</td>
<td>Internet Resources</td>
<td>Electronic Journals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the "Total Number of Titles Added by Collection", [click here.](#)

Titles Added (by Subject) to the Main Collection

- **American Literature (PS)**
- **Anthropology (GN)**
- **Art (N)**
- See Audiovisual Materials
- **Biology (QH)**
- Bureau of American Ethnology Series (138 titles) on Indians of North, Central, and South America (E51.U6 no.____)
- See also Special Collections
- **Canadian History (F1001 - F1140 inclusive)**
- Chemistry (QD)
- See Reference
- **Criminology (HV6000 - )**
- See also Audiovisual Materials
- **Economics (HB - HJ)**
- See also Reference and Special Collections
- **Education (LA - LC)**
- See also Reference and Audiovisual Materials
- **English Literature (PR)**
- **French Literature (PQ1 - PQ3999 inclusive)**
- General Literature (PN)
- See Reference and Audiovisual Materials
- **Geography (G, except for GN and GV)**
- See also Reference
- **Geology (QE)**
- **German Literature (PT)**
- History, Canada
- See Canadian History
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BD11 .B53 1999

BD418.3 .K53 1998

BL51 .A55 1998

BT590.J8 M34 1999

D643.A7 T717 1998

DD901.H28 M42 1998

DF552.5 .G85 1962

DK511.C37 K597 1999
Knezys, Stasys. The war in Chechnya. College Station, TX : Texas A&M

Reeves, C. N. *The complete Tutankhamun: the king, the tomb, the royal treasure.* London; New York, N.Y.: Thames and Hudson, 1990.


E51 .U6 no. 120
Steward, Julian Haynes. Basin-plateau aboriginal sociopolitical groups.
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E51 .U6 no. 123

E51 .U6 no. 126

E51 .U6 no. 137

E51 .U6 no. 138
Stirling, Matthew Williams. Stone monuments of southern Mexico.
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Drucker, Philip. Ceramic sequences at Tres Zapotes, Veracruz, Mexico.
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Webb, William Snyder. An archeological survey of Pickwick basin in the adjacent portions of the states of Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee.
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HD9161.P882 S7 1998

HN120.Z9 E43 1985

HQ1064.U5 S469 1999

HV2474 .S994 2000

HV6432 .F87 1998

HV8138 .C673 1998
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JC578 .R38 1999

JL1298.8 .B4613 1992

JV7225 .W53 1998


Representative poems: eleven major poems from the sixteenth century to the twentieth. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1964.


1870/71-1989/90: German unifications and the change of literary discourse.

PT2603.R397 K393 1966b
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Q127.U6 U49 1998

QA7 .M34457 2000


QA29.V66 M334 1999

QA95 .M366 1999

QA135.5 .M22 1999

QA247 .N51713 1999

QA251.3 .I58 1999

QA279 .T494 2000
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RA449 .D57 1999

RC954 .C457 1999

RC954 .E226 1999

RC954 .H575 1999

RF300 .C68 1999

RT51 .S658 2000

RT85.5 .C64 1999

RT120.R4 S34 1999

RT120.R87 C66 1998

TD174 .S64 1999

[Top of page]
BF31 .E52 2000

E76.2 .R4 2000

G103.5 .W42 1998

G1550 .A8 1979

HG4537 .M81
Mergent unit investment trusts. Annual cumulative report. New York, N.Y. : Mergent FIS, Inc., c2000-

JZ1161 .E94 1998

LB2376 .P46
Peterson's study abroad : a guide to semester and yearlong academic programs. Princeton, N.J. : Peterson's Guides, c1994-

LB2376 .P467
Peterson's summer study abroad : a guide to summer academic and language programs. Princeton, N.J. : Peterson's, c1995-

ML108 .B55 1999


Health professions career and education directory. Chicago, IL: The Association, c2000-


River Basin Surveys papers: number 39: an interpretation of Mandan

HE566.P3 C37 1999

LD 3375 .M42j O473
Olson, David D. Pi : an important mathematical constant ; and, Calenders : tools of total control : two papers. 2000.

LD 3375 .M42j T558
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Children's Collection

523.43 R544m

612.74 B496w


616.85 B787e

636.73 K49b

759.13 G417n

812.54 B887p

813.54 H933p

921 M474o

931 P295i

951 W327c

954 C971i

C135i

C689b

C881s

C913wa

C947c

D199s
D545b

H286s

H752t

H849v

H894i

K62m

K96f

K97i

L915e

M133mo

M996bL

P982i

R221d
Rappaport, Doreen.  *Dirt on their skirts : the story of the young women who*

R223r

R778g

T462g

W735t

Sound Recordings

CD1275

CD1276

CD1277

CD1278

CD1279

CD1280

CD1281

CD1282

CD1283

CD1284

CD1285

Audiovisual Materials
Periodicals

American anthropologist.
[Washington, etc., American Anthropological Association, etc.]

American quarterly.
[Baltimore, Md., etc. Johns Hopkins University Press, etc.]

C 1.2:D 56
Meares, Carol Ann. The digital work force : building infotech skills at the speed of innovation. Washington, DC (14th St. & Consitution Ave., NW, Washington 20230) : U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Technology Administration,
Office of Technology Policy, [1999]

D 305.2:AR 5

ED1.102:C86

ED 1.302:L 71/9

ED 1.302:SCI 2/6

I 19.42/4:98-4245

I 29.58/3:J 13

PR 42.8:W 89

PREX 3.17:ES 8

PREX 3.17:IN 8
Internet Resources


SEE ALSO U.S. Government Documents PREX 3.2:C 67

The digital work force: building infotech skills at the speed of innovation.

SEE ALSO U.S. Government Documents C 1.2:D 56

National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information [computer file].

[Arlington, Va.?] : The Commission, 1999

SEE ALSO U.S. Government Documents PR 42.8:W

Electronic Journals

African American review [computer file].
African American review (Online: JSTOR (Organization)). Terre Haute, Ind.: Dept. of English, Indiana State University, c1992-

The annals of applied probability [computer file] an official journal of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.
The annals of applied probability (Online). Hayward, Calif.: The Institute, 1991-

The annals of mathematical statistics [computer file].

The annals of probability [computer file].
The annals of probability (Online). San Francisco, Calif.: Institute of Mathematical Statistics, 1973-

The annals of statistics [computer file].
Contemporary sociology [computer file].
Contemporary sociology (Online). Washington, D.C. : American Sociological Association, 1972- 

Demography [computer file].
Demography (Online). Chicago : Population Association of America, 1964-

Econometrica (Online). Menasha, Wis. : George Banta Pub. Co., 1933-


Eighteenth-century studies [computer file].
Eighteenth-century studies (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Berkeley, Calif. : University of California Press, 1967-

The Far Eastern quarterly [computer file].

Harvard journal of Asiatic studies [computer file].
Harvard journal of Asiatic studies (Online). Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard-Yenching Institute, 1936-

The incorporated statistician [computer file].

International family planning digest [computer file].
The journal of financial and quantitative analysis [computer file].
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis (Online). Seattle, Wash. : Western Finance Association and the Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Washington, 1966-

x

Journal of health and human behavior [computer file].

x

Journal of health & social behavior [computer file].
Journal of health & social behavior (Online). Albany, N.Y. : American Sociological Association, 1967-

x

Journal of industrial economics [computer file].

x

The journal of military history [computer file].
The journal of military history (Online). Lexington, Va. : Published by the Virginia Military Institute and the George C. Marshall Foundation for the American Military Institute, c1989-

x

Journal of money, credit, and banking [computer file].
Journal of money, credit, and banking (Online). Columbus, Ohio : Ohio State University Press, 1969-

x

The journal of Negro education [computer file].
The journal of Negro education (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Washington, D. C. : Published by the Lancaster Press, Inc., for the College of Education, Howard University, 1932-

x

[Top of page]

The journal of symbolic logic [computer file].
The journal of symbolic logic (Online). Champaign, Ill. : Association for Symbolic Logic, 1936-

x

Journal of the American Mathematical Society [computer file].
Journal of the American Mathematical Society (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Providence, R.I., USA : The Society, c1988-

x
Journal of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics [computer file].
Journal of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (Online).

Journal of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. Series B,

Journal of the Statistical Society of London [computer file].
Charles Knight and Co., 1838-1886.

Man [computer file].

Mathematical tables and other aids to computation [computer file].
Mathematical tables and other aids to computation (Online). Washington, D. C. :

Mathematics of computation [computer file].
Mathematics of computation (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Baltimore, Md. :

Military affairs [computer file].
Military affairs (Online). Washington, D.C. : American Military Institute,

MLN [computer file].
MLN (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Baltimore, Md. : Johns Hopkins Press,
1962-

Modern language notes [computer file].
Modern language notes (Online). Baltimore, Md. : Modern Language Notes,
1886-1961.
Monumenta Nipponica [computer file].
Monumenta Nipponica (Online). Tokyo : Sophia University, 1938-

Negro American literature forum [computer file].

Nous [computer file].

Pacific affairs [computer file].
Pacific affairs (Online). Honolulu, Hawaii : Institute of Pacific Relations, 1928-

Philosophical perspectives [computer file].
Philosophical perspectives (Online). Atascadero, Calif. : Ridgeview, 1987-

The philosophical quarterly [computer file].
The philosophical quarterly (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). St. Andrews, Scotland : The University of St. Andrews for the Scots Philosophical Club, 1950-

Philosophy and phenomenological research [computer file].
Philosophy and phenomenological research (Online). Buffalo, N.Y. : University of Buffalo, 1940-

Population and development review [computer file].
Population and development review (Online). New York : Population Council, 1975-

Population index [computer file].
Population index (Online). Princeton, N.J. : School of Public Affairs, Princeton University and Population Association of America, 1937-

Population literature [computer file].

[Top of page]
Population studies [computer file].
Population studies (Online). London : Published on behalf of the Population Investigation Committee by the Cambridge University Press, 1947-

Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society [computer file].
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Menasha, Wis. : American Mathematical Society, 1950-

Proceedings of the American Political Science Association [computer file].

Proceedings of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland for ... [computer file].

RAIN [computer file] Royal Anthropological Institute newsletter.

Renaissance news [computer file].

Renaissance quarterly [computer file].
Renaissance quarterly (Online). New York, N.Y. : Renaissance Society of America, 1967-

Representations [computer file].
Representations (Berkeley, Calif. : Online). Berkeley, Calif. : University of California Press, c1983-

The review of economic statistics [computer file].

The review of economic studies [computer file].

The review of economics and statistics [computer file].

The review of financial studies [computer file].
Review of financial studies (Online). New York, N.Y. : Published by Oxford University Press for the Society for Financial Studies, c1988-

Reviews in American history [computer file].
Reviews in American history (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Westport, Conn. : Redgrave Information Resources Corp., 1973-

SIAM journal on applied mathematics [computer file].
SIAM journal on applied mathematics (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Philadelphia, Pa. : Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, 1966-

SIAM journal on numerical analysis [computer file] a publication of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics.
SIAM journal on numerical analysis (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Philadelphia, Pa. : Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, 1966-

Social psychology quarterly [computer file].
Social psychology quarterly (Online). Washington, D.C. : American Sociological Association, 1979-

Speculum [computer file].
Speculum (Cambridge, Mass. : Online). Cambridge, Mass. : Medieval Academy of America, 1926-

Statistical science (Online). Hayward, Calif. : The Institute, 1986-

The statistician [computer file] journal of the Institute of Statisticians.
Statistician (Online). London [England] : The Institute, 1962-
Studies in family planning [computer file].
  Studies in family planning (Online). New York, N.Y. : Population Council, 1963-

Studies in the Renaissance [computer file].

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society [computer file].
  Transactions of the American Mathematical Society (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). [New York, N.Y.]: American Mathematical Society, 1900-

Transition [computer file].
  Transition (Kampala, Uganda : Online). Kampala, Uganda : Transition, 1961-

The Trollopian [computer file].

The university journal of business [computer file].
  University journal of business (Online). Chicago, Ill. : Students of the School of Commerce and Administration of the University of Chicago, 1922-1927.

William and Mary College quarterly historical magazine [computer file].

William and Mary College quarterly historical papers [computer file].
  William and Mary College quarterly historical papers (Online). Williamsburg, Va. : The College, 1892-1894.

World politics [computer file].
  World politics (Online : JSTOR (Organization)). Burlington, Vt. : Yale Institute of International Studies, 1948-

Yale French studies [computer file].
  Yale French studies (Online). New Haven, Conn. : Yale French Studies, 1948-
## Total Number of Titles Added by Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Collections</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Collection</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Recordings</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisual Materials</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodicals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Government Documents</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Resources</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Journals</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>441</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>